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THE SIXAINS - PART TWO  OF  THREE 

AUTRES PROPHETIES 
DE M. NOSTRADAMUS, 
POUR LES ANS COURANS EN CE SIECLE. 

3 18  2 En plusieurs lieux de Reims le ciel touché: 
1DREUX MUREXIDE [puce] SEEMLIER  PUSIL [Grey]  
USURIES  UXED ~ TOUCH  IEUUS  
LUXURIES  EXUDE  
Relied Michel’s Couplet Line Surplus [the Sixaines] 
HENCE  UUISER  about  UX  [joint gods/Other Worlds]                              

 

Au mesme temps vn grand endurera, 
Ioyeux mal sain, l'an complet ne verra, 
Et quelques vns qui seront de la feste, 
Feste pour vn seulement, à ce iour, 
Mais peu apres sans faire long seiour, 
Deux se donront l'vn à l'autre de la teste.  

corrected  spelling   #17. 

 Au mesme temps un Grand  endurera, 

 Ioyeux malsain, l'an complet ne verra, 

 Et quelques uns qui seront de la feste, 

 Feste pour un seulement à ce iour : 

 Mais peu apres sans faire long seiour, 
Deux se donront l'un l'autre de la teste. 

original spelling 

To timing of an important tenacious one 
mimics me [sister to the brother in 5 36]  
Merry, poor health, the year not completed 
And a few who will be [part] of  the rejoicing 
festif – celebration or festin – feast(harvest) 
Celebrate for one [soul] not before this day 
But shortly afterwards without delaying long, 
Two will go head to head (are these decoders?)  

Grand =  Dr [in] Nag, Dang’ r  this seems to mean to me that a doctor comes in a horse month. In two other lines the collator (sister to 
the brother) has been given a date of death at November 24, which is a horse date) The description “merry, poor health” is a good fit.  So 
does “the year not completed” here.      If there are two other decoders  who would like to continue this work – please note that you will 
not be able to do this without the TEMPLATE OF THE QUATRAINS the only and most important part of the works not yet published, with 
only TWO other people having been given access to them. There have been warnings amongst the lines regarding envy: 
8 31 4 PLUS MY JOY: YOU, ME,  MY LAST LINES (letters,  Lost poems, Sixains and Q.12 71) Place AMNESTY [on] Malice & Jealousy  

I have already experienced problems with a few people (men) world wide and their “envy” 
mesme                       Latin Word mod s/ns         
An internal 's' might be rendered by 'ns' 
mens                 N      3 3 NOM S F                  
mens                 N      3 3 VOC S F                  
mens,  mentis  N  F   [XXXAX]   
mind; reason, intellect, judgement; plan, intention, frame of mind; courage; mimic/memory 

Latin: me 
me                  PRON   5 1 ABL S C                  
m.e                  PRON   5 1 ACC S C                  
                                        [XXXAX]   
I, me;  as myself; (Nostradamus speaking) 

mesme: is one of the Nostradamus hybrid words meaning three things here.  The French 
“same” and the hidden meaning:  from Mesmer (proper noun which became the word 
mesmerise/intriguer) chain reference to mimic – copy - copyholder 

même adj  is the French for the word “same” but 

it is not spelt meme!  meaning    the same time  

 

4 57  1 Ignare envie au grand Roy supportee 
I ARGUED [against] ENVY – [it was] GENEROUS PREPARATION 
GREAT GUARDIAN : PIPE [speaks up] ~ ERRONEOUS ENVY   

but PIPE  is a date too March 18 – April 14 

PERIGORDIAN  PURGE:  AROUSE ETNA/ATEN 

 

A GREEDIER [faction] UNSURE, PROPOGATION ENVY 
GRADUATE ENVY [against who] PREPARES INGENIOUS 
OR ENVY – IT ARGUED ‘APPEARING ERRONEOUS’ 
ENVY ENRAGED – REPEATING UPROARIOUS  
EGREGARIOUS [offensive] ENVY –  
PREPARATION  UNREAD  

GREAT GUARDIAN PERIGORDIAN 
Archaeology. of or designating an Upper Paleolithic European 
culture c18,000–16,000 b.c.,     characterized by the making of 
low-relief stone sculptures.  The Anun.nakim, and Others 
 
Interesting that Nostradamus uses the word “GREEDIER” faction 
because the FIRST PRINCIPAL of the publishing of these works; 
INGENIOUS PREPARATIONS has been that there is no one who 
cannot have access to the works, since they are free for the 
READING by anyone 
UNREAD PREPARATION: something I used to be guilty of:  passing 
judgment before reading the article properly 

 

ENVY RE: NON-GREGARIOUS [loner] PAUPER [yes]  INTERIOR-SPRUNG [yes: vertebrae ‘sprung’]  
PREORDINATION (!) SEPTUAGENARIAN [seventh decade] REORGANIZATION,  AS I [did] INTO: 

PRESENTING ORGANISATION PROPAGATING REGENERATIONS                       of the quatrains 

PREORDINATION/Pre-ordained 
proof that we arrive with a task 
1 73  1  PARQS Appears ARCANE LIFE    

AS I [did] INTO: Nostradamus speaking 

 

5 36 

De soeur le frere par simulte faintise 
Viendra mesler rosee en mineral:   
rosee = rose/stargate…pink/on a Friday 
Sur la placente donne à vielle tardiƒve, 
Meurt, le goustant sera simple &  rural. 

Sister of the brother via feigned (hidden) simulation (texts) 
A female duplicating the works of a male  -  the quatreins 
Will come advocating  mix  dew (greys)  mineral:                [in Pisces ]                       
On the agricultural plot  the tired old woman gave away 
Dies, relishing it (the task) she will be unaffected and rustic. 

 

  

Considerant la triste Philomelle 
Qu'en pleurs & cris sa peine renouuelle, 
Racoursissant par tel moyen ses iours, 
Six cens & cinq, elle en verra l'issuë, 
De son tourment, ia la toille tissuë, 
Par son moyen senestre aura secours.  

modern corrected spelling  #18. 

 Considerant la triste philomele, 

 Qu'en pleurs & cris sa peine renouuelle. 

 R'acourcisant par telmoyen ses iours, 

 Six cents & cinq, elle en verra l'isuë, 

 De son tourment, ja la toile[pun] tisuë, 
Par son moy en fenestre aura secours. 

Considering the sad Nightingale 
Who with tears & laments renews her anguish, 
By such means making her days shorter, 
Six hundred and five, she will see the emanation            
                        [of what SAMAROBRIN means] 
Of her torment, the cloth already woven, 
By means of small windows will she accomplish it 

sad  Night inga l e :  the singer of sad tunes (the verses of quatrains) renews  her  angui sh  the key word here is “renews” the anguish of 
the original quatrains when turned into their hidden texts  making  her  days  shor t er :  quite so sitting at the computer for many years  
the cloth already woven: also true – the  Des t iny  a l r eady  se t  and the options have been taken. By  means  of  sma l l  w indows  One 
simply has to raise one’s eyebrows at this – without Windows the computer program and its smaller windows the accomplishment would 
be nil – the research simply not possible and time of course – not long enough! 

It is not my intention here to say anything about the collator, who happens to be me at the moment. It is with a type of regret for 

me that these sixains say such things, yet at the same time I must accept that they are guiding me for a reason – that is: to hurry up 

and get more done, since they have for the third time given me a date of not being able to do any more, the same date, naturally 
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Six cens & cinq, six cens & six & sept, 
Nous monstrera iusques à l'an dix sept, 
Du boutefeu l'ire, hayne & enuie, 
Soubz l'oliuier d'assez long temps caché, 
Le Crocodril sur la terre acaché, 
Ce qui estoit mort, sera pour lors en vie.  
Olive tree Feb 18 – Mar 17 & September 
17-22                                        #19.  

 Six cents & cinq, six cents & fix & sept, 

 Nous monstrera iusques l'an dix-sept, 

 Du boute-feul l'ire, haine & enuie, 

 Sous l'Orient d'asez long-temps caché 

 Le crocodil sur la terre a caché, 
Ce qui es toit mort, sera pour lors en vie 

Six hundred & five six hundred & six and seven 
It will show us up to the year seventeen, [2017] 
The anger, hatred and jealousy of the 
incendiary,                   solar flares/slayer ray 
For a long enough time hidden under the olive 
tree, in the East                         (Olive/date 
The crocodile [Oannes] has hidden on the land, 
That which was dead will then be alive.     MIB 

  6 7 six hundred and seven 

Norneigre Dace, & l'Isle Britannique, 
Par les unis freres seront vexees: 
Le chef Romain issue de sang Gallique[AI gull (fools)EQ(huma                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Et les copies aux forestz repoulsees. 

 

Norway and Dacia and the British Isle 
Will be vexed by the united brothers:        [the alliance/triad] 
The Roman (Norma) chief sprung from he rod blood [pope 
And his forces hurled back into the forests. 

6 7  1 Norneigre Dace, & l'Isle Britannique    ET BRAIN IN 

DATE LITTLE BEAR~IS CELESTIAL Bear in Tin 
IRON QUINTAN REGION QUEEN CREATED  
INQUINATE (befoul) NORN [destiny] 
INEBRIANT [Breuu] Bent in air 
BLISTER TIBER  Inner bait 
ONE  [to] QUIN [five]   
NO ERRING DATE.                                 [Beltane?] 
Rib in Etna In N barite – Net in I [Egypt] in Bar [Cancer] 

BRAN (Saturday) 11th [month Nov] TEN (2013) RAI BE IN TEN 

Bear in Tin : could be saying Russia in the UK  or the Ursa 
Majorites {who trade in men]  in Sagittarius. 
The iron planetoid with a five day orbit created by the  Queen 
[Cassiopeians]  befouls all destinies (the hybrid human/greys) 
Bent the orbit in Brew which is May 13 – June 9 –      see #9 
says the same thing…  
BLISTER TIBER with the solar flares (slayer ray).  The dates   
can be January to May (1 – 5) or  One of  May [Beltane]  
Another solar ray for November 10th 2013, TEN can be October 

This could mean TEN the month (October) with 11 being the day=2014 

INEBRIANT  = AIR [sky] TIN  (Sagittarian) EBN [extra terr. entity] ENTRAIN BI [binary or BI/two BRAIN] BAIRN [baby] IN ET 
IN I [Egyptian] ART. If you have been following these works this statement should astound you as much as it did me.  
EN TRAIN would mean the Erid.anu trained the Egyptians; or to be put on trains 
It will show us up to the year seventeen [2017]  There are several lines regarding an astronomer arriving in the year of the Coq/Rooster, 
who will repair the new astronomical calendars following Mira in Cetus becoming the new north Polestar 
Here is a very direct hint at the end of the age – just as stated in the forum END OF AN AGE  [of Pisces]. 

9 32  3 Os poil retors Romain force prouvée, 
CORE POUUER SPOILER (time portal used to prevent asteroids hit) 
SPOIL OS TERRORS                (two asteroids due in Capricorn 2012) 
FIONA  ELVIN  ASTRONIMOR   
CONFER  PROCURES ROOSTER  [year] 2017 or +12+12 etc 

AIM  REFORMATION  [reforms the calendars]  MIRA  ROAMS       

 8 6  4 Geneve à Londes à coq trahison fainte  
EATING TRASHY  
SO INFANT SON  FAINT   

ASSAY OLDEN  DECANS  ASCEND            (Olden – obsolete)    

FIONA  ALONE  [in]  COQ [Rooster year]  MIRA  ROAMS [Cetus 

ENGINE NOT  equal                           (the wheel of precession) 

RomainGeneveLondes ENGINE ROOM ENSLAVED-not sure if it means the engine area which would be the solar systems 
in the wheel of precession become locked in their orbits, or is it a reference to ‘jump rooms’ the time portals, but it goes 
on to say MAN [Orion] RESOLVED ENGINE O [orbit] LOANED MORE EVENINGS the days change, then it says AN ENGINE 
SELDOM OVER : the Great 26,000 year cycle, referring to the date of the Crossing, & this would be the Nibiru solar system. 

RO ELEVEN AMENDING OS[Capricorn, the zodiacs change] OLIVE (where Olive is also the date) OVERLONG. GREEN AS, [&] 
ON [Oannes]ENEMIES AMEND DNA. ENGINEER SO LOVED MAN[kind] ON REVISED GOLDEN MEAN (!) the orbits ANu 
ENGINEERS MOVE OLD [golden mean] | REMOVE NOSE[Pegasus]DEALINGS[treaties]ALIEN GOVERNED MEN SO | MORE 
EVENINGS in LEO, in DAN [Scorpio]~ the Earth rolls …ONS ALIGNED [Earth] MORE EVEN.  GOD SEVERS NEMEAN* LION, 
ENGINEERS NOVA MODEL REVEALING NEEDS MOON  MOANS END in OLIVE GREEN (the date & recall the olive green 
swirls within claws of crab/lobster) ON SEVER GOLDEN MEAN in I [Halloween or Dec 18-19-20] SEEN RE-MOVING in LEO in 
DAN [Scorpio which is Halloween] NEEDS RE-MOVING ON ALE SO EVER IN GOLDEN MEAN (moving the orbits successfully 
counts on these dates. May 13 to June 9) RESOLVE NODE MEANING (Mendosus was NODUS SEM – half node, Earth lying 
down half over) ENDANGER MOVE IN SOLE (Feet = Pisces, pun on « fish » as well as the feet are governed by Pisces). RE-
MOVE DONE IN ANGLES (as shown by the banners in the vignettes) LEAVENING raising NODES MORE MEANING EON age 
RESOLVED - ELEVEN [the Andromeda Council] AGONISED NORM (most people think Eleven means the Illuminati or the 

‘elite’.  Here it is the Ennead of 9 gods, [includes all the Anu] plus As and entourage plus the Andromeda Council.) They are 
agonising where to place Earth in order to keep everything normal, albeit, with two suns – the problem being Uranus. 
REVEALING NOSE [Enif in Pegasus] DEMON REVEALING DENSE [iron planetoid] MOON (not ours) MOON NEEDS 
REVEALING.   SEEING MORE NOVEL [moon, our moon moves ? or the planetoid arrives] in DAN (Scorpio) EVER IN GOLDEN 
MEAN OS – always the orbits are held in the golden ratio…to occur in Capricorn (Unicorn) ENDANGER MOVES IN LEO (Aug) 
LEO, MAN[Orion], NED (Pegasus) SOVEREIGN … OLIVE GREEN THE DATE IS February 18 – March 17 SINGLE NAME OVERDONE [YHWH 
*In Greek mythology, Leo was identified as the Nemean Lion which was killed by Hercules during one of his twelve labours, and next put into the sky 
 

Celuy qui a par plusieurs fois 
Tenu la cage & puis les bois, 
R'entre à son premier estre 
Vie sauue peu apres sortir, 
Ne se sçachant encor congnoistre, 
Cherchera sujet pour mourir.       #20. 

 Celuy qui a par plusieurs fois 

 Tenu la cage & puis les bois, 

 R'entre à son premier estre 

 Vie sauue peu apres sortir, 

 Ne se sçachant encor cognoistre, 
Cerchera suiet pour mourir. 

1. Whatsoever who by several times  
2. and the antlers then maintain the cage  
              lapidary cage =the stars around us 
3. It will return to the main [original] state  
4. shortly afterwards to go out – saving life, 
5. Oneself again comprehending revelation 
6. Ring topic instead of [replacing] death 
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1.Whatsoever who by several times: the key word here is “times” – at first I thought this was about the Earth having been moved  
off her orbit (‘go out’) several times until other words indicated that this is about moving around in space – by time portals 
2. bois – antlers. As a key word “antlers” is a reference to the one eyed Stag of Orion.  
Maintain (steer) the cage (astronomy/astrology) the Orions are in charge of time portals – which do operate “in a loop”  
Tenu English: 

carried out - kept - be in the loop - be informed about  - bearing in mind - blamed – come over -considering - disregarded - flimsy - frozen out - given that –  
highly esteemed - highly regarded – hold-honour-bound - ill-kept - in consideration of –maintained -  neat – steer - suppressed - tenuity - tenuous - trimmer -  
3. return to the main [principal/original] state – the key word here is “return” – time travel is always an “encore” event for Nostradamus 
4. shortly afterwards to depart – go out, saving life – using the time portals to stay ahead of major life threatening events,  
which is really what all the quatrains are about! 
5.  sçachant - sachant = realising-understanding – but cachant is to disguise, conceal or camouflage/hide – invisibility?  

Ne: Not concealing = revealing = revelation. Sçachant was another one of the double entendre hybrid words 
se – oneself  encor -  again “cognisant all the while” 

6. Cerchera /cerclage = hooping  Ring topic instead of [replacing] death. Lord of Rings is the Haoma-Zoro.aster(star) 
3  2 
VOICE ACTIVATION.  V  CONFERS MATERIAL MATTER 
V is the Andromeda Council, said to be dimensional beings, therefore 
“conferring material matter” indicates they must “pass on” duties which are 
of a material format, such as handing to the Procyons the job of clearing out 
the reptilian bases worldwide. This was done by sonics 

ASTONISHING LAUNCH  ENCOMPASS  EARTH TO 
MILKY WAY – MYSTERIOUS SECRET 
POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL STABILIZER   
SPIRIT CONSCIOUS ~ ENTIRE COGENCY 
able to think while using the Star gate 
UNEQUALLED AEGIS BEYOND  
ORBITING PLANETOID CITY ~ ARK AT THE FOOT 

AEGIS a protective shield or force field 
Is the ARK  the “VITRIM” of Cassiopeia In other lines as the “Lunar 
nurseries”         Astonishing launch = moving Earth out of harm’s way? 

       Le divin verbe donrra a la substance   
The divine word will give substance to  
       Comprins ciel, terre, or occult au laict mystique:  
Heaven, earth,  gold hidden included within mystic milk 
(gold = the sun/Leo) in the Milky Way 
      Corps, ame esprit ayant toute puissance  
Body, soul, spirit having all (the same) power  
       Tant soubs ses pieds comme au siege Celique  
AS MUCH UNDER ITS FEET AS IN THE HEAVENLY SEE  

       as much space underneath as there is above 
       such as in a space station (Samarobrin?) 
Astonishing launch   
is also described as “chilled horror” in 1 27 & 2 27 

1 27 and go to 2 27 

Dessouz de chaine Gui-en du ciel frappé  
Non loing de là est caché le tresor  
Qui par longs siecles avoit esté grappé  
Trouve mourra, l'oeil crevé de ressort 

UNDER THE  RANGE BOOM, LAUNCH CHANGES, CHILLED HORROR 
NOT FAR (in time) IS THE DISGUISED TREASURE 
WHICH FOR LONG CENTURIES HAD BEEN HIDDEN AWAY  
FOUND DEAD. (The stargate) LOOKING (glass) DRIVE FLAT  
 

2 27 see also 1 27 

Le devin verbe sera du ciel frappé  
Qui ne pourra proceder plus avant:  
Du reserant le secret estoupé  
Qu'on marchera par dessus et devant  

THE  DIVINE  WORD  LAUNCHES  CHANGE  – CHILLED HORROR  
WHO DOUBTS  NOT THE PROCEDURE (to) ADVANCE MORE:  
OF  UNLOCKING THE SECRETS -  INDISTINCT RANGE BOOM 
WHAT ONE TRAVELS BY;  ACROSS  AND AHEAD OF …  (TIME)                              

 
 

   
  Giant Space Tubes UFO Teleportation/ Blue Energy Beams ~ ► 7:07► 7:07 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqOppNV2KjQ                       May 25, 2012 - Uploaded by UniversalTrek 

Enormous space tubes are being found throughout space. UFOs seem to be using these space tubes as a ... 

  New Discovery: UFO Fleets Using Enormous Space Tubes - YouTube ► 12:54► 12:54 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZiYpyL3y8k                             May 24, 2012 - Uploaded by UniversalTrek 
UFO fleets appear to be using huge massive space tubes as a method of transporting themselves in space ... 

Here is a good time to interject an event which occurred September 19 2011. At around 8pm sitting in my car looking to the South by 
South East I saw a “star” which is never there. Within moments it expanded, went an orange colour – then two silver orbs flew off to 
the East, and another two at the same time flew away to the west, all four dipping down before levelling out to speed. Shortly after that 
a line in CANIS CANARY said the following: 
4 31  4 Yeux au midi,  en seins mains corps au feu  

YOU SAW ME UUAX, [explode] DIE  Looking south  
FEUU OFFER DENY MASONIC SINS  
SCIRONS [thieves] INSOMNIACS ON – AIMS  SUN    
MAIN COURSE (to dine) MICRONESIAN       ( I/Egypt  ) 
SEEN  CANIS  MINOR  (poles shift?)  I*           (Halloween)  

This “Canis Minor” might the smaller of the Canary Islands 

MICRONESIAN: is this what happened at Easter Island?                  

Looking south - hands on breast – (there are) bodies in the fire 
UUAX: grow – the “star” I saw “grew” before imploding 19/9/11 

FEW agree to live without loans DIE is also in Virgo: quite so 
ON: Oannes apparently do not sleep, using the sun’s course  
SEEN:  using the stage-gate.  I  December  20 could apply any line 
Canis Minor moves to the south pole? 
 ‘I’  can mean “not ready to move until Yew tree day” 
  Yew Tree Day was once Samhain, is now Dec 20/21    
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The upshot, if it is to be believed – and according to the high number (over 26) of events described within the Hidden Texts which 
have eventuated within the last four years – I see no reason not to believe it – then this is saying that Nostradamus died in reality 
during an episode of time portal. This might explain two things: first, how he knew he was going to be dead the following day when 
his assistant said “goodnight I will see you tomorrow” (words to that effect) and Nostradamus told him in reply “no, you will find me 
dead”. Secondly, he was found dead standing up. In the “TREASURE” forum which is sub titled STAGE GATE – STARGATE, 
Nostradamus had an assistant who he named UUilliem52. of whom he was quite fond, albeit UUilliem was a He Rod grey. An accident 
within the time portal killed UUilliem leaving Nostradamus quite sad. He was not enamoured of the replacement assistant, who he 
called “Paul”. Sometimes events in the last trimester of my life simply leave me gob-smacked. If my son in law had not been sitting 
next to me on the lounge the last time Nostradamus came using the “looking glass” – I would be all on my own with this. 
Nostradamus seems to prefer using women for his step by step approach to revealing what has been thoroughly hidden from all of us.. 
 

I*  As a “sky rune” I means each of the Poles, and as such could indicate Antarctica  as well as the date – where those which have been called “Aryan” race 
also called “Nagas” and reptilians (Oannes) are domiciled ,  pertains Thule [‘Too-lay’] .  See Admiral Byrd, Jim Marrs, Alex Collier, The Omega File.        
 

L'Autheur  codes within codes 
 to read the Author WALTHER  or  
UUALTER  H    A Song In Stone 
continues below 

#21. 

 L'Autheur des maux connivera regner 

 En l'an six cents & sept sans espargner 

 Tous les subie¢ts qui son á la sangsuë, 

 Et puis apres s'en viendra peu á peu, 

 Au franc pays r'allumer son feu, 
S'en retournant d'où elle est isuë. 

The author of the evils will begin to reign 
In the year six hundred and seven without sparing 
All their subjects who belong to the leech, 
And then afterwards she will come little by little 
To the Frank country to relight its  fire, 
Returning whence he/it has come. 

All their subjects who belong to the leech, LEECH [Hirudo] (The Author – of the Bible too) constellation above Orion’s head – source of the 
Anun.nakim, reinforced by the words “who belong to” since according to Enki’s clay tablets, humans are derived from their DNA by one 
third, because they have 12 strand  DNA and we have been given four (plus so called ‘junk’ DNA). Nostradamus has been  secretive about  
Leech Constellation which is just under Ursa Major East where the Anun.nakim live/d and created alliances with ‘nearby’  Sirius and Leo 
6 7 six hundred and seven  

              Norneigre Dace, & l'Isle Britannique, 
Par les unis freres seront vexees: 
Le chef Romain issue de sang Gallique 
Et les copies aux forestz repoulsees. 

Norway and Dacia and the British Isle 
Will be vexed by the united brothers: 
The triad of the Anu, Sirius and Leo 
The Roman (Norma) chief sprung from he rod blood 
And his forces hurled back into the forests. 

sprung  from =        BAAL "ALIEN BACHELOR (GREYS) ABLE ECHO DESIRES" 6:35.1 
"STEALTHIER ETHEREAL SPINNER" 5:90.1              "CANAL REGIONS" [Mars] 5:70.1 
“BASAL CHIMERA ‘SPUN’ IN HERON (Crane) NOT ARCHER” (Sagittarius/Draco) 8:40.4 

              Gallique :  Leg (Scheat of Pegasus) Quail (bird, either Bireo of Cygnus or Heron/Crane where A.I. is ‘spun’)  
5 99 PAIRS 6 7 page 9 see also 8 58 2   

Milan, Ferrare, Turin, et  Aquilleye, 
Capue, Brundis vexez per gent Celtique: 
Par le Lion et phalange aquilee 
Quant Rome aura le chef vieux Britannique. 

 
Milan, Ferrara, Turin and Aquileia, 
Capua, Brindisi vexed by the Celtic nation:       (The Anu) 
By the Lion (Leonine) and his eagle like phalanx,      (Antares)         
When Rome (Norma/Leo Minor) will be chief  of  old Britain 

 

8 58 2 Prendre les armes et le nom Britannique  
LOBSTERMEN QUINTAN MOB (Cassiopeians)[&] 
R.E. LEADERS EQUIP (cause)  
RENDER OMEN  
RELEASE BROMINE  
SMELTER ELEMENTS       (Fuse: see FUSE YEAR) 
BROMINATE mob (Sirius) INQUINATE  

to take the arms and the name of Britain:  
LOBSTERMEN (Mantids) QUINTAN: in the 5 day orbiting planetoid.  
line 9 35 4  has a thing looks like a “Marron” (a very large crayfish) seen   
by an Iowa Minister  July 13th 2007 on the back of a cow during a cattle 
mutilation. He saw a “crab/scorpion”...          the article at Earthfiles.com  
R: Draco. E: Ehwa Hero EQUIP: cause  INQUINATE: polluting (chemtrails 
in our atmosphere)- this is the plan – to depopulate, altering atmosphere 

Da VINCI:  
‘”You will see the lion (from RIB in Leo) tribe tearing open the earth with hooked claws, and burying themselves in the holes 
(TUNNELS) that they have made, together will die other animals which are in subjection to them”.     Certain greys & Grayles         

in concert with those of the U.S. who made treaties with them -   Reference: Phil Schneider (murdered for telling the truth)  
 6 7 L’AUTEUR   =   codes within codes 
HARTE [Stag/Orion] W  [Lyra/Lute] L [Tau Cetians] are HAUTEUR [highest]  in  L [Pisces]   W  [Lyra] H (Taurus/ either 
Aldebaren or those from the Pleiades) LATER  in  HARE(February  18 – May 12) [in Taurus!]       oWL … (May 13 – June 9th)   
UU [Lyra/Lute] HALTER , (preventer/in control)  LUTE  ARE  HU.man  
R  LETHA[L] to W – R [Draco] LURE TU (all of you for False Rapture) WREATH  L  (in Pisces) H [Taurus], & A, [Dec 22]   
L, W,  T [Ursa],  HATE  R [Draco … WEALTH [plenty/hordes] R [Dracos]  & WHALE  [Cetus/Tau Cetians] &  T  [Ursa]   
HE  T [Anu/Ursa],  L  {Tau Cetians] , H (Aldebarans],  WAR  -  EL  LET [allows]  WAR –   H, [in Taurus and T (in August)   
THULE  ARE  U  (U is Aries/Aryan and Uranite) "HE TRAWL (abduct) RULE  TU  [you] A.H. (p.m.) RULE  UTAH.   

ULTRA  HUE (The Tall Violets) & H [Aldebarans or Pleiadians] ET  LAW ~ HURTLE  A.U  (astronomical units) R (Draco or in 
Celt Elder Tree November 25 – December 22 which happens to be the 2012.9 of Tom Horn) 
THREW  AL (everyone) . U (uranites) REHAUL  (another movement of Earth) T[August] THREW  LA  ~ HAUL TRUE  
LURE  HUT*  A  (either Dec 22 or those from Cassiopeia)  "TRUE HULA [hoop - orbit].  WATER L [flows] in H [Taurus]      
HURT A (Dec 22)  yULE,  (see last page) ALTER  EARTH  - LATER  RETHAW  in "L" (Pisces the conduit hence “flows”)  
Uranite (of the heavens)  L [Tau Cetian] RATE  Uranite H [Pleiadians]  

*HUT is a reference to Isaiah 24:20 “The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard, and shall be removed  like a hut/tent; and its 
transgression shall be heavy upon it; and it shall fall, and not rise again.  

Page 11 
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Blows of darts   
there are several quatrains 
regarding “dards ” darts 
from the sky 
 

#22. 

 Cil qui dira descouvrisant l'asaire, 

 Comme du mort, la mort pourra bien faire 

 Coups de poignards par un qu'auront indui¢t, 

 Sa fin sera pis qu'il n'aura fait faire, 

 La fin conduit les hommes sur la terre, 
Gueté par tout, tant le iour que la nui¢t. 

Who will tell it revealing the affair,  
the quatreins 

As (!the same as) with death, death will [the] able do well 
Blows of darts  which will have been incited by one,  
Its end will be worse than he will have devised to make 
The end is a conduit for  mankind on Earth, 
Watched for everywhere, as much by day as by night. 

 
He who will tell, revealing the affair,           Nostradamus 

As with death, death will be able to do well the same as being dead to those of his own time - time travel 

Blows of daggers/darts  -                            lasers from the sky? Asteroids? 
Its/his end will be worse -                           sounds like something got out of hand                                    than he will have devised to make 
The end is a conduit : or the end of a conduit/tube (see #20)                            there are several lines REINCARNATION being real 
Watched for everywhere, by day and night. Meaning it is not something we are looking for out there, but inwards 
 

 

 

 
Helen Parks Amenhotep III was Amenophis III the father of Amenophis IV 
/Akhenaten. The Crocodile god was/is Oannes (with a hundred other names) 
who can shapeshift. Note the size compared to the pharaoh. 
See JIM SPARKS interview earthfiles., who unwittingly had an event with 
them. More on Jim Sparks In following pages. 
 
They are also known as DAGON and have 6 mentions in the Bible. About forty 
percent of the Hidden Texts of Nostradamus is in reference to them. They are 
allied with SA.AM (of Orion/Leech area/Ursa, who we call the Anun.nakim).  
The quatrain 6 5  “SAMAROBRIN one hundred leagues off the hemisphere"     
is about them. SAMAROBRIN = SA.AM (Anu, current king is NAN.NAR who is 
mentioned in 8 85 as "removing the light") plus RIB - a faction from Theta in 
Leo (also shape-shifters) the ON (olde name for Oannes from Sirius) and the   
R (sky rune for Draco). Now cast your mind to the four "air shafts" of Khufu 
pyramid - and these are the four directions they aim at.  
Also called the INSANE FOUR DUE - FEUDING AURAS by Nostradamus...  
 
See #19 The crocodile [Oannes] has hidden on the land, 
See #31  Strangely given by the Crocodile, [Oannes] 
See #35 The mighty Crocodile and deadly Asps (reptilians) 
See #45 Dealt by the Crocodile in curious ways 
 

 
Quand la grand nef, la prouë & gouuernal, 
Du franc pays & son esprit vital, 
D'escueils & flots par la mer secoüée, 
Six cens & sept, & dix coeur assiegé 
Et des reflus de son corps affligé, 
Sa vie estant sur ce mal renoüée.  

#23. 

 Quand la grand nef, la prouë & gouvernal, 

 Du franc pays & son esprit vital, 

 D'escueils & flots par la mer secoüée, 

 Six cents & sept & dix cœur asiegé, 

 Et des reflux de son corps asligé 
Sa vie estant sur ce mal renüée. 

When the great ship, the prow  and rudder 
Of the Frank land and its vital spirit 
shaken by the sea over reef and billow, 
Six hundred and seven and ten, heart[Earth ]besieged 
And afflicted by the ebbings of its body,   (tectonics) 
By this evil its life being renewed. 

Six hundred and ten, 6 7 is on pg 9 & 11 
6 10 
Un peu de temps les temples de couleurs 
De blanc & noir des deux entre meslee: 
Rouges &  jaunes leur embleront les leurs, 
Sang, terre, peste, faim, feu d'eau affollee. 

In a short time the temple of colors                 The Arcturan UFOs 
Of white and black of the two intermixed:                          GREYS 
Red (Eridanu) and yellow ones belonging to them   

Yellow Hordes – see King of Fear 10 72 forum 
Blood, land, plague, famine, fire extinguished by water. 

 

 
great ship, the prow  and rudder… ship, Great ship is one of two things. The Earth is the Barque, the great ship, so is Argo constellation 

and I think it is the latter which is meant, because Argo does have a Prow (albeit travelling in reverse)  and a Rudder and it is Argo 

which is part of the second coming – coming to help. 

By this evil its life being renewed.          Da Vinci said: 
OF BEATING THE BED TO REMAKE IT 
To such a pitch of ingratitude shall men come that that which shall give them lodging without any price  
shall be loaded with blows, in such a way that great parts of the inside of it shall be detached from their  
place, and shall be turned over and over within it.                                                                  EARTH 

Page 12 
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H C Parks©                       THE SIXAINES of NOSTRADAMUS  – Part Two  continues from page 7 

Le Mercurial non de trop longue vie, 
Six cens & huict & vingt, grand maladie, 
Et encor pis danger de feu & d'eau, 
Son grand amy lors luy sera contraire, 
De tels hazards se pourroit bien distraire, 
Mais bref, le fer luy fera son tombeau. 

#24. 

 Le Mercurialnon  de trop longue vie, 

 Six cents & hui¢t & vingt, grand maladie, 

 Et encor pis danger de feu & d'eau, 

 Son grand amy lors luy sera contraire, 

 De tels hazards se pourroit-il bien distraire, 
Mais bref, le fer luy fera son tombeau. 

The Mercurial not of too long a life, 
Six hundred and eight and twenty, great sickness, 
And yet worse danger from fire [CME] & water, 
His great friend will the be against him, 
With such hazards he could divert himself ably, 
But briefly, the sword [dart/or Orion] will cause 
his death. 

Mercurialnon  Numerical On run normal ice, & Cruel On in Ram[Aries] R[Draco] Cranium loner,  in rear column – On run miracle. 
RO in Uncle Mar[ch] RO miracle nun [in Virgo] enrol Cranium. The Andromeda Council enrol large head greys creating a miracle 
 Cruel Norma in Unicorn [Monoceros?] realm, cruel ironman (artificial intelligence) Rum corn alien = Weird Virgo alien. Arm clone 
ruin. Arm are the reptilians from Cepheus (the King const.). They are part of Arm.Aggedon (ArmMarg.gidda – Ursa =  Anun.nakim) 
(s)cream run Lion...Cruel On in Mar[ch] (as well as Ram). Uncle is Uncle Sam – the U.S.A. Unicorn could mean a country such as Wales 
6  8           Six hundred and eight and six twenty 

Ceux qui estoient en regne pour scavoir, 
Au Royal change deviendront appouvris: 
Uns exilez sans appui or n'avoir, 
Lettrez & lettres ne seront à grand pris. 

Those who were in the realm for knowledge                   scientists 
Will become impoverished at the change of King:           president 

impoverished of knowledge – kept in the dark 
Some exiled without support, having no gold,         sounds familiar 
The lettered and letters will not be of importance         uneducated  

 

6 20 

            L'union faincte sera peu de duree, 
Des uns changes reformes la pluspart: 
Dans les vaissaux sera gent enduree 
Lors aura Rome un nouveau liepart. 

The feigned union will be of short duration,              Treaty 9 
Some changed most reformed:  
changed of their own volition, reformed by others: FEMA  camps 
In the vessels people will be suffering, 
Then Rome will have a new leopard.          Leopard means Italy 
ROME – MORE (Italy), ORME (manna) OMER = Pleiadeans 

 

FROM HERE ON  
THE ‘CORRECTED’ SPELLING  
WILL BE DISPENSED WITH – I AM SURE 
THE READER WILL HAVE GOT THE IDEA 
BY NOW 

#25 

 Six cents & fix, fix cents & neuf, 

 Vn Chancellier  gros comme vn bœuf, 

 Vieux comme le phœnix du monde, 

 En ce terroir plus ne luira, 

 De la nef d'oubly pasera, 
Aux champs Elisiens faire ronde. 

Six hundred and six, six hundred and nine, 
A Chancellor large as an ox,         (Erid.anu) 
Old as the phoenix of the world,        (Anu) 
In this world will shine no more, 
He will pass with the invisible  craft 
To the Elysian Fields to make his orbit. 

Elysian Fields in the heavens via portal 

Six hundred and six, (page 7)six hundred and nine, (page 7 in Part one) 
Chancellier Elisiens   Sines [Numerators]  lie,  learn Circean[misleading] hell cliché.  Is aliens circle Helen, (Australia) is 
sincere Lilac (Violets, the “fragrant Ones”) is nice Callers in I (says this would be the real ‘rapture’ in Yew Tree Day: see 10 79 2 2 ) 
 

9  97 

De mer copies en trois parts divisees, 
A la seconde les vivres failleront, 
Desesperez cherchant champs Helisees,       (Hélices/DNA) 
Premier en breche entrez victoire auront. 

The forces of the sea divided into three parts, 
this “sea” could be the celestial Sea of Eridanus -Crane-Tau Cetians 

The second one (part) will run out of supplies, 
In despair looking for the Elysian Fields,      [time portal of Hades] 

the Eridanians already have time portals 10 100 4 tells us 
The first [party] entering the breach will have victory. 

Helisees  El,  he is (his) E’s (male greys called Heroes) She Elise see Hel I (Hel is an asteroid, I is Halloween)  

Hesse[SS] lies   these are the ‘Aryan’ (shape shifting Oannes) of Antarctica   

4 99 1   l’aisne vaillant de la fille du roy 
LAY ALLEVIANT  YOUR  ILL 

ALIENS [DNA] FILL ROYAL VEINS 

LEAD  ELYSIAN  (Eridanians are these aliens)  
LED  DELUSIONARY  IDLEFUL  [sheeple using the bibles]   
ALLIANT  (with Sirius)  FLAILED  INFLATED  AIL   

Brave eldest son of a king’s daughter Prince William? 
LAY: apprentice  ALLEVIATE  [fix]  YOUR  ILL …  quite so 

ROYAL VEINS  a pun also, meaning the orbits 
ELYSIAN  Hades as Hera promised Thetis in  Apollonius' 
Argonautica.  Hades means a stage gate under. from which 
“ALIENS LEAD”. ALLIANT   allied to chemtrails aliens arranged 

 

EcclesiastiqueFrance     # 26 
critical sequence safe 

As Ceres [Sirius] Cec[the 
six] liquefacient,  scares E C. 
acres  esc.  erases C [in Nut] 

Cat[Dal] A slice frequencies 

 Deux freres sont de l'ordre Ecclesiastique, 

 D'ont l'un prendra pour la France la picque, 

 Encore vn coup, si l'an six cents & six 

 N'est asligé d'une grand' maladie, 

 Les armes en main iusques six cents & dix, 
Gueres plus loin ne s'estendant sa vie. 

Two brothers are of the Ecclesiastical order, 
One of them will take up the pike for France, 
Another blow iƒ in the year six hundred and six 
He is not afflicted with a great malady, 
Arms (Cepheus) in his hand (Leo) up to six hundred 
and ten, 
Scarcely much further does his life extend. 

 six hundred and six (pg 7) and ten, (pg 12) "CRITICAL SEQUENCE SAFE "FIRST [Earth ACQUIESCENCE in ALE  May13/Jun9 

FLARES ACQUIESCENT  give way to ICE "ACQUIRES  SELECT [elect] IN FACE [Scorpio] “IQ CURTAIL – CEASES FENCE 
(current orbit) NEUTRALISES  INACCURACIES  Q[orbit]  ASSURANCE LIFE, "IS QUINCES  fragrant Ones  ACCELERATES  
 

d'Occident        CC [Ophiucus] don’t die 

 MidyLevant  My divalent [hybr] ant devil 

 Mars – Arms = Cepheus the warlike 

 ARM+MAR.GID.DA = star wars 

 Margidda is Ursa 
#27 

 Celeste feu du costé d'Occident, 

 Et du Midy  courir iusques au Levant, 

 Vers demy morts sans point trouver racine 

 Troisieme aage à Mars le belliqueux, 

 Des escarboucles on verra briller feux, 
Aage escarboucle, &  à la fin famine. 

Celestial fire from the Western side, 
And from the South, running up to the East, 
Worms half dead not finding even a root. 
Third age, [of Nibiru cycle] into March the 
warlike, 
One will see fires shining of the carbuncles.                   
                               (Nevus warty greys) 
Plague age ,  and in the end famine. Page 13 
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Medicin  iced Denim (Fr) Iceni (UK) 
Indie, minced I (north pole) in mid 
Dec - mind ice[age] 
CharonPasquesCaresme 
Heap [Plejarens] conquers phase massacre 
(false rapture) phase – shape shifters 
mere acorn squash [squeeze] space 
acorn is a key word for time portals, as is 
Oak                                             #28 

 L'an mil six cents & neuf on quatorzieme, 

 Le vieux Charon fera Pasques en Caresme, 

 Six cents & six, par escrit le mettra 

 Le Medicin, de tout cecy s'estonne, 

 A mesme temps asigné en personne, 
Mais pou certain l'un d'eux comparoistra. 

The year one thousand six hundred and nine 
or fourteen,                    C11 Q6   C11 Q14 
The old Charon will celebrate Easter in Lent, 
Six hundred & six, in writing he will place it 
The Physician, (Nostradamus) by all this is 
astonished, 
                    being taken via time portal 
At the same time summoned in person 
for certain  but one of them will appear. 

Six hundred & six, (page 7) 11 6 is sixaine 6 on page 3    11 14 is sixaine 14 on page 7 in Part One 
IT SEEMS that 6 6 needs to be reworded 

   6  6 Six hundred and six   in June 

Apparoistra vers le Septentrion             (is Ursa; of 7 stars) 
Non loing de Cancer l'estoille chevelue: 
Suze, Sienne, Boce, Eretrion, 
Mourra de Rome grand, la nuict disperue. 

There will appear towards the North  (The Hanix Scorpio, or Ursa) 
Those from Ursa (Anu) will come into being  [reveal themselves] 
Not far from [tropic of] Cancer the bearded star:       in June/July  
The  long  haired  star  close  to Cancer              (Berenices Coma) 

Susa, Siena, Boeotia, Eretria,        (the flood over Mt Fesulan 
The great one of Rome will die, the night over.            [final pope] 

[Middle English, from Old French, from Latin septentrins, seven 
plow oxen, the seven principal stars of Ursa Major or Ursa Minor  

Apparoistra : from « apparu » to  reveal oneself – like an apparition (which is how Nostradamus appeared to me) 
bearded star: commonly thought of as a comet. However, chevelue: does mean « long hair » and this brings to 

mind the vignette with the man with the very long hair.  
The words ‘in writing’  seems to say –  

‘not seen in the vignette, therefore in writing it will be placed’.  

From the forum ONE MALE  (Menolea) which is one of the lines the LONG HAIRED one 

is reading. The Apple Tree is the date of June 25 to July 04 which is  in Cancer (if it is 

an Apple Tree) – noting the hand by which the page is held seems to be that of a Bear   

[Ursa/Anu] or Lion.     The coronet indicates it is a Prince (either Sirius or Leo). 

Now the long hair can point to one of two of the stars which pertain to ‘hair’. 

The first is Cassiopeia said to be ‘freeing her hair’…The other is Coma Berenices the 

hair at the end of Leo’s tail. This asterism IS close to Cancer & Ursa! Shaped exactly like 

a T Square, this asterism I have been mistaking for the T Square/Norma/Carpenter, 

which is near Ara and Scorpio in the north. Maybe this is the primary home of the Anu 

 

 
 

Grisonl'Elephant  
another spelling, pose enthralling, On, Ro 
helps altering English planet  On triangles 
[craft] help – saying he is aware the spelling 
was altered, which would render the ana- 
grams untrue. This is why I stuck with Erika 
Cheetham because she suspected this. 
Enthralling … quite so. Ro the Andromedans. 
‘English planet’ is a timing clue.     
                                                   #29 

  

 Le Grison se peut apprester 

 Pou à l'ennemy resister, 

 Et renforcer bien son armée, 

 Autrement l'Elephant viendra, 

 Qui d'un abord le surprendra, 
Six cents hui¢t mer enflammée. 

The Griffon is able to prepare himself 
 eagle [U.S] headed [president] lion {a Leo 

For resisting the enemy, 
                                the Occupy rebellion 
And to reinforce well his army, 
Otherwise the Elephant will come 
          a chain reference to TRAIN  DANGER 
It which will suddenly surprise them, 
Six hundred and eight, the sea aflame. 

Six hundred and eight, (page 13)                            Obama is a Leo 

 

Medecind'OliveEmpire  
more evidence implied 
perceived in mile mode 
mi prime violence deed 
deem divide, recompile 
prime evidence mid Leo 

moving the Earth 
I’ve recommended Pile (Pleiades) 

#30 

 Dans peu de temps Medecin  du grand  
mal, 

 Et la sangsue d'ordre tant inegal, 

 Mettront le feu à la branche d'Olive, 

 Poste courir, d'vn & d'autre costé, 

 Et par tel feu leur Empire accosté, 
Se r'alumant du franc finy [sini] saliue. 

In a short while the Doctor [Nostradamus] of the 
great malady                     (THE QUATRAINS) 
And the leech of the unequal rank and order, 
They will set fire to the Olive branch, 
After running, from one side and the other, 
And by means of such fire [CME] their Empire 
approaches, 
Frank being reillumed by the less ominous [sun] 

And the leech of the unequal rank and order, THIS IS AN INTERESTING COMMENT TO MAKE – SPEAKING ABOUT THOSE FROM 
LEECH (SA.AM) having inequality between them.  The OLIVE BRANCH – held in the beak of the Vulture/Lyra. Being reillumed see 21 & 23 

finy [sini] = sinister = ominous Saliue: Latin: lesser. Olive branch, is also a Celtic tree date of February 18 – March 17 & Sept 18-23  
If you are wondering why use the odd Latin instead of French? It is to get the letters needed to fulfil the anagram’s purpose    

 

Basacle: Vasacle – the bridge & ramp portal 
BasacleCrocodil  sol bad coal circle: orbit 
sociable cold arc close cold Arabic(to be at 
the North Pole in other lines) sic bad local 
core Cleo [messenger/Nostr]circa bad Sol 
saying Nostradamus circled the orange sun 

#31. 

 Celuy qui ales hazards surmenté, 

 Qui fer feu, eau n'a iamais redouté, 

 Et du pays bien proche de Basacle, 

 D'vn coup de fer tout le monde estonné, 

 Par Crocodil estrangement donné, 
Peuple rauy de voir vn tel spe¢tacle. 

He who has overcome the hazards, 
Who has ne'er dreaded sword, fire, water, 
And of the country very close to Toulouse, 
By a blow of iron [Neberu clips Mars ]  the 
entire world astonished, 
Strangely given by the Crocodile, [Oannes] 
People delighted to see such a spectacle. 

Page 14 
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 1  3 18 2  DREUX – another name for Celt which is describing the Tuatha De Danaan or Anu/giants’            
Mu`rex´ide:  
(Chem.) A crystalline nitrogenous substance (C8H8N6O6, 5-5'-nitrilodibarbituric acid monoammonium salt) having a splendid 
dichroism, being green by reflected light and garnet-red by transmitted light. Formerly called also ammonium purpurate.  
Throughout the hidden texts there has been descriptions of PUCE Other Worlders and also GREEN other Worlders. 
These described here are PUSIL (small) greys who can appear either colour, yet belong to the Anun.nakim 
 
 
2 

 10 79  2                         see sixaine 25 on page 13  the word “Australia” 

SOPHISM*  MOSES  MENTOR ~ SHIPS RE- AMASS,  ENTER   

PASS  “LONE TREE”  REMOTENESS                      in Australia.                                              

(LONE PINE is the name of a property)                                    

MEMPHIS  MOSES OMENS  
PRE-SEASONAL SHIPS OMEN                                  Xmas season see “I” Yew Tree Day  in Sixaine 25           *WISE 
 

 

 

 
 

CONTINUED IN PART THREE 


